DOFUS: Reunification Time
Update 2.49, scheduled for December 11 , marks an unprecedented turning point in the
history of the iconic MMO from Ankama: The in-game arrival of the Ebony Dofus means
the time has come for players to bring together the six dragon eggs, and potentially
become equal to the gods in possessing them. They'll also discover the Well of Infinite
Dreams, a brand-new dungeon offering rewards to match the effort required.
Roubaix, December 11, 2018: At the intersection of the DOFUS MMO, the WAKFU animated series,
and the feature film DOFUS – Book I: Julith, the Ebony Dofus on its own could symbolize Ankama's
transmedia approach. Previously cited in various media, it will arrive with the next DOFUS update,
joining the five other "Primordial" Dofus that have been added to the game over the years.

If the legends are true and reunifying all the Dofus does confer godlike powers, it's unlikely the sixth
dragon egg will simply be found under a Dragoturkey! And so, an especially epic quest awaits any
players hoping to get their hands on the famed Ebony Dofus, which, among other attributes, is known
to sow chaos and discord…
But the story doesn't end there, and Update 2.49 promises many other challenges for adventurers. In
particular the Well of Infinite Dreams, an infinite dungeon of increasing difficulty, where the
sequence of rooms and composition of monster groups are always random.
Starting December 11, Dofus-heads will have plenty to keep them busy during the holidays.
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